
Chemistry Main Lesson  - 
Combustion and the Carbon Cycle Class 7B 

Day 3 - Experiment 1 Review
Yesterday you will have written up your first full page in your ML book and hopefully 
conducted your first observation experiment if you were able. 

Activity 1 - Today I would like you to make a diagram of  your bonfire showing 
different aspects as clearly as you can. 

There is a picture below showing how you could present your diagram: please draw 
it in colour and title your page as ‘Anatomy of a Bonfire’.  Please also  leave space on
your page for writing up from your notes the action of COMBUSTION. 

NB -  ruled lines are used to identify what part of the diagram is being labelled.

Using a straight line on a diagram in this way with the labels spaced out is standard 
practice in diagrams. Diagrams can be lifelike or stylised, but should be clear. 

Activity 1 – Continued - Please write up a few sentences based on the notes you 
made or the memories you might have of a fire, describing the process you observe 
as clearly as you can – I have emailed a video which might help you. Try to describe
as simply as possible this process called COMBUSTION.
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You can also consider the footprint of a bonfire, how it burns leaving a very distinct 
shape and also the debris left behind (see below). If you have time, make a diagram
of the footprint of your fire, seen from above. 

Today’s New content and Activities:

Lets ponder a little on what we have seen - Some chemical changes are irreversible 
and some are reversible. What can you say about the changes in a fire  - are they 
irreversible or reversible?  Is there a solid left over after the fire has cooled? What is 
needed in order for a fire to happen? 

We can say that fire needs three things and these are often shown as a triangle:

Fuel

Heat            Air (Oxygen)
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Fuel + Oxygen + Heat  describes the reaction process of  COMBUSTION and we 
can quite easily observe that when fuel is consumed, the heat will eventually 
disappear. We are so familiar with fire in one way that it is difficult to think of this as
'CHEMISTRY', but it is a chemical process known as RAPID OXIDATION that is 
taking place. Oxidation is actually also happening when a piece of iron rusts –  the 
interaction of OXYGEN, one of the commonest ELEMENTS, with iron. In the case 
of the rapid oxidation during combustion, a chain reaction takes place which 
generates HEAT.  

We can see that as the solid fuel is consumed, gases  - most of which are steam - 
are given off as well as heat. So we still are within the Alchemical pattern of Earth 
(solid wood) – Water (Steam) – Air (Oxygen needed)  - and, of course,  - Fire - !

With the idea of the triad of fuel, oxygen and heat in mind I would like to ask you to 
undertake a practical task:

Today you are going to start by lighting a
candle and just as we did in class 6 with

our studies on light I would like you to sit
quietly and look at the candle burning and
make up to 20 observations. Try to look at

it as if you have never seen one before
and note down all the colours and shapes

of the flame, wick and wax as it burns.
This may sound like a lot of observations
from one candle but once you get going
you will find many things. Write a brief

note for each of your observations. Also
make a sketch of the candle with your

notes so you can draw the candle
accurately and label this drawing with

your observations on  Thursday. 

Scientists need to be able to observe
things objectively, it can be easy to

assume you have seen all there is to
see. New discoveries have been

made many times by people who just
looked with fresh eyes!

 


